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Introduction: This study investigated the relationship between anatomical compression introduced via ultrasound
probe pressure and maximum perineum dose in prostate radiotherapy patients using the Clarity transperineal
ultrasound (TPUS) system.
Methods: 115 patient ultrasound and computed tomography scans were retrospectively analysed. The probe to
prostate apex distance (PPA), probe to inferior corpus spongiosum distance (PICS) and maximum perineum dose
were calculated. Compression was represented by the PICS and the calculated corpus to prostate ratio (CPR).
Demographics included treatment technique, image quality, body mass index (BMI) and age. Multiple linear
regression analysis assessed the relationship between compression measures and perineum dose.
Results: The maximum dose to perineum ranged from 1.81 to 45.56 Gy, with a median of 5.87 Gy (Interquartile
range (IQR) 3.17). The PICS distance and CPR recorded was 1.67 cm (IQR 0.63) and 0.51 (range 0.29–0.85)
respectively. Regression analysis demonstrated both PICS and CPR were significant predictors of maximum dose
to the perineum (p < 0.001). Patient-specific factors, including age, BMI, treatment technique and ultrasound
image quality, were not factors that significantly impacted the maximum perineum dose.
Conclusion: There was a statistically significant association between increased anatomical compression and
perineal dose measurements. A PICS of 1.2 cm or greater is recommended, with compression reduced as much as
possible without losing anatomical US definition. Future investigations would be beneficial to evaluate the
optimal balance between ultrasound image quality and transducer compression considering the perineum dose.

Introduction
A challenge in prostate radiation therapy treatment is positional
changes during (intrafraction) and between (interfraction) treatments.
Accurate prostate localisation is influenced by random inherent motion
and the size and positional changes of the rectum and bladder [1]. This
stochastic process increases position variance over time [2,3]. Intra
fraction and interfraction motion increases the risk of geometric
misalignment, causing compromised target coverage. and an undocu
mented dose distribution that can induce adverse effects in normal tissue
[4,5].
The Clarity Autoscan System (Elekta Ltd, Missouri, USA) is a trans
perineal ultrasound (TPUS) system that monitors intrafraction prostate
motion during dose delivery. The probe is housed on a motorised control

arm and is stabilised on the patient’s perineum throughout the radiation
treatment [2]. (Fig. 1) Probe position reproducibility is achieved in the
Clarity TPUS system through a visual guide providing real-time feed
back of both probe angle and pressure, replicating the planned probe
position (Supplementary Fig. 1). The Clarity system will pause dose
delivery if the prostate deviates significantly from the required position
during treatment. Intrafraction monitoring prevents surrounding organs
at risk (OAR) from receiving higher doses and maintains the treatment
intent according to the medical prescription [6]. The TPUS and associ
ated set up is reported to be well-tolerated by patients [7,8].
Clarity TPUS is a non-ionising modality used for image-guidance.
However, this benefit should not be counteracted in practice by
increasing perineal dose with anatomical compression [3]. In typical
male pelvis anatomy without ultrasound compression, the perineum
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modulated radiation therapy (VMAT) treatments. The treatment de
livery was on Elekta Versa linear accelerators (Elekta Ltd, Missouri,
USA). Standard image-guidance protocols for all patients included an
initial daily-acquired TPUS match against the planning TPUS, and a
cone-beam computed tomography scan (CBCT) to verify positioning and
any OAR changes. CBCT matching was to prostatic fiducial markers or
soft tissue where fiducial markers could not be inserted (due to factors
such as reliance on anti-coagulants, patient refusal etc). Patient age at
treatment, height and weight were collected retrospectively through the
information management system, MOSAIQ (Elekta Ltd, Missouri, USA).
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated (weight (kg)/height (m)2).
Probe pressure could not be measured directly with a haptic sensor;
therefore, surrogate tissue measurements were developed to investigate
anatomical compression caused by the ultrasound probe. Departmental
clinical observations during TPUS imaging demonstrated changes in the
position of the inferior corpus spongiosum relative to the prostate apex
when the RT operator positioned the probe. During probe placement, a
reduction in corpus spongiosum thickness, a shifting of the inferior
corpus spongiosum towards the prostate apex and a slight reduction in
the distance of the probe surface to inferior corpus spongiosum occurred
with increasing pressure. These clinical observations are supported by
Pang et al. (2020), reporting a reduction in the effective scan path from
the inferior prostate boundary to the skin when TPUS probe pressure
was increased in the Clarity system [11].
The following measurements were collected from the patient’s initial
CT and ultrasound scan (Fig. 2): Probe surface to prostate apex distance
(PPA) and probe surface to inferior corpus spongiosum distance (PICS).
Additionally, to account for the change of inferior corpus spongiosum
position relative to the prostate and its compression, a corpus to the
prostate ratio (CPR) was calculated (Eq. (1)).

area is usually not within a mid-high dose region with reported distances
of 4.86 cm (1.38 cm SD; range 2.5–8) between the anal verge and
prostate apex in 100 patients, and a median value of 5 cm (range: 3–7.5)
in 95 patients [9]. However, clinical observations and research have
demonstrated that structures, such as the perineum and penile bulb, can
be shifted into higher dose regions due to anatomical compression via
pressure applied by the TPUS probe [10–12]. Excessive dose can result
in a painful, erythematous rash with moist desquamation that impedes
patient quality of care [13].
We hypothesised that excessive anatomical compression due to TPUS
probe position can result in increased and unintended doses to the
perineum. This study investigated the dosimetric impact on perineal
skin due to anatomical compression in prostate cancer patients using
Clarity.
Method
Institutional ethics approval, including waiver of consent, was
granted (HREC/2019/QTHS/58957). As per department protocol, pa
tients undergoing a standard course of prostate radiation therapy with
the Clarity Autoscan system would receive a planning scan followed by
treatment with 78 Gray (Gy) in 39 fractions. The simulation session
included TPUS and a computed tomography (CT) scan to visualise the
prostate and surrounding anatomy. The TPUS was acquired with a 5.0
MHz transducer attached to the Clarity system. The planning CT used a
Toshiba Aquilion LB CT scanner (Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation,
Otawara, Japan) with 2 mm slices. The CT and TPUS scan data were
individually imported into the treatment planning system (TPS),
Monaco Version 5.11 (Elekta Ltd, Missouri, USA) and co-registered in
absolute room coordinates.

Corpus to prostate ratio (CPR) =

Probe to inferior corpus spongiosum (PICS) distance
Probe to prostate apex (PPA) distance

Data collection

(1)

Due to the shifting of the corpus spongiosum towards the prostate
and its location inferior to the prostate apex, increasing probe
compression reduced the PICS distance and resulted in a CPR
approaching 1 (Fig. 2).

The study included 115 males who underwent prostate (+/- seminal
vesicles) radiation therapy treatment with the Clarity Autoscan TPUS
System. Patients were consecutively included, however excluded if hip
prothesis artifact prevented accurate measurements on planning CT.
Measurements were collected retrospectively from co-registered CT-ul
trasound scans and the treatment plan. All patients were planned on
Monaco V5.10 or V5.11 (Elekta Ltd, Missouri, USA), utilising a
collapsed-cone algorithm and 10MV for three-dimensional conformal
radiation therapy (3DCRT), and monte carlo algorithm and 6MV for
both the intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric

Maximum perineum dose
As per clinical guidelines, a perineum structure was created on CT for
each dataset, defined as the portion of skin that extends 5 mm above the
probe surface. To create the structure, the probe was contoured on CT.
The TPS ’expansion and contraction’ tool was used to expand the probe

Fig. 1. Clarity Autoscan ultrasound set up during treatment (Reproduced with permission from Elekta Ltd).
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the perineal structure (yellow) created on the planning CT in the treatment planning system from the probe (purple) in the coronal (a) and
sagittal (b) planes. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

structure by 5 mm to create a preliminary structure. The initial probe
structure was then subtracted from the preliminary structure to achieve
an outline of perineum skin (Fig. 2). The maximum perineum point dose
in Gy was recorded.

Measurements
The probe surface was defined on the CT dataset at the most superior,
transverse slice where the probe is visible. This location was confirmed
in the sagittal and coronal CT planes using a fused ultrasound dataset.
The reference point of the inferior corpus spongiosum was defined as the

Fig. 3. Visual representation of tissue compression and corpus to prostate ratio (CPR), where the blue line represents the probe to prostate apex (PPA), and the
orange line represents the probe to inferior corpus spongiosum (PICS). (a-i) shows greater compression of the US with (a-ii) highlighting the anatomy of prostate in
red; corpus spongiosum in purple; bladder in yellow; and rectum in green. (b-i) shows compression released by 1.4 cm on the baseplate scale, with corresponding (bii) highlighting the relevant anatomy, as for (a-ii). The CPR in (a-ii) = 0.72 (2.1 cm/2.9 cm) and the CPR in b-ii = 0.63 (1.9/3.0 cm). These images were taken
approximately 2 min apart, with no other changes apart from probe longitudinal position. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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inferior edge of the corpus spongiosum identified 1 cm anterior to the
middle of the probe surface. This was validated on the corresponding US
dataset where the inferior edge of the corpus spongiosum can be clearly
seen (Fig. 3). The prostate apex was located according to consensus
guidelines for CT and MRI organ delineation [14].
Geometric coordinates of the probe surface, inferior corpus spon
giosum and prostate apex were recorded in three dimensions (x,y,z). The
Euclidean distance from the probe surface to the prostate apex was
calculated (Eq. (2)). ’Px, Py, Pz’ represents the probe position on the
sagittal, transverse, and coronal planes, respectively. ’Ax, Ay, Az’ rep
resents the prostate apex position on the sagittal, transverse, and coronal
planes, respectively. The same method was used to calculate the PICS
distance (Eq. (3)). ’Ix, Iy, Iz’ indicates the position of the inferior corpus
spongiosum on the sagittal, transverse, and coronal planes respectively.
All units were recorded in centimetres.
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Probe to prostate apex distance = (Px − Ax)2 + (Py − Ay)2 + (Pz − Az)2

image-quality and PPA, PICS, CPR and BMI respectively. Findings were
considered statistically significant at P < 0.05.
Results
115 prostate patient datasets met inclusion criteria and were ana
lysed. The median age at treatment was 74.0 years (IQR 10). BMI values
were available for 80 individuals (with 35 missing height and/or weight
data). The median BMI at treatment was 29.57 m/kg2 (IQR 8.36). The
maximum dose to perineum ranged from 1.81 to 45.56 Gy, with a me
dian of 5.87 Gy. Most participants (n = 95) recorded a maximum dose
<10 Gy. 14 recorded a maximum dose between 10 and 20 Gy. However,
two participants recorded a dose greater than 40 Gy. Most patients un
derwent IMRT or VMAT. Demographic and quality information is
summarised in Table 2.
There was a linear correlation between CPR and PICS (r = 0.65, p <
0.01). All clinically relevant predictors were included in the initial
model: BMI, treatment type, age, image rating, and anatomical
compression (PICS and CPR). A detailed analysis of the stepwise
regression dictated by the AIC value resulted in a model with two sig
nificant predictors of maximum perineal dose: PICS and CPR. Forwards
and backwards stepwise regression confirmed this result – each of which
selected the same model. To check there was no interaction between the
distance terms PICS and CPR, an additional predictor (PICS × CPR) was
added to the model; however, this did not improve on the final fitted
model.
The adjusted R squared value in the model was 0.19 (p < 0.001),
indicating the proportion of variance of maximum perineal dose that the
model predictors can explain. The relative effect of each model predictor
is represented graphically in Fig. 4, which displays the standardised
regression coefficient of each model predictor. This graph demonstrates
that a CPR approaching 1 and a reduction in PICS predicts increased
perineal dose. The 95% confidence intervals for each regression coeffi
cient do not include zero, suggesting that the variable effects are all
significantly different from zero.
When other predictors were held fixed, dose was estimated to in
crease 8.82 Gy (95% CI 5.03–12.61, p < 0.001) on average, with a
decrease of 1 cm of the PICS. Further, a 10% increase in the CPR resulted
in an increased dose of 3.57 Gy (95% CI 2.00–5.10, p < 0.001). BMI, age,
imaging type and image quality were not significant predictors of
perineal dose.
There was 100% agreement in the subset of TPUS image quality
rated independently by the two investigators. While there was a slight
trend for increased image quality with decreased BMI, decreased PPA,

(2)
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Probe to inf . corpus spongiosum = (Px − Ix)2 + (Py − Iy)2 + (Pz − Iz)2
(3)
Image rating
Each ultrasound image was categorised into ratings of 1, 2 or 3 ac
cording to an image quality assessment criteria (Table 1) defined by
Camps et al (2020) [15]. One investigator (KDS) rated all images, with
another investigator (AB) independently rating a subset (n = 15) as
quality assurance.
Statistical methods
A statistical power analysis calculated a sample size of 93 patients,
allowing for an 80% chance of identifying a statistically significant
relationship between measurements and perineal dose. This was calcu
lated based on pilot data of 20 patients. Statistical analysis was per
formed using R and the base R function - lm (R package version 3.6.2).
Categorical variables (treatment technique and image rating score) were
reported as percentages; continuous variables (age, BMI, Max perineum
dose, PICS and CPR) were reported as mean ± SD (standard deviation) if
normally distributed or as median (IQR interquartile range). To assess
the statistical significance of predictors of perineal dose, multiple linear
regression analysis was used. Stepwise regression, in forwards, back
wards and both directions (R function StepAIC), was used to identify
potential predictors in the model [16]. Decisions to include/exclude
model predictors at each step were made by comparing the Akaike In
formation Criterion (AIC) values between models with and without the
relevant predictor. The AIC is a measure of goodness of fit that penalises
the number of parameters in the model [17]. A standardised residual
and quantile–quantile (Q-Q) plot was created of the fitted model. Visual
inspection of the residuals demonstrated that these were centred on zero
with evidence of a constant variance (homoscedasticity). Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) was used to assess collinearity in multiple linear
regression analysis. One-way ANOVA analysed the relationship between

Table 2
Patient characteristics.

Criteria

1
2

Prostate cannot be identified
Only the prostate or the prostate and either a part of the bladder
or rectum could be identified
Prostate could be identified, as well as part of the bladder and the
rectum

3

Median (IQR)

Age (years)
BMI (m/kg^2)
Radiation treatment
technique

74 (28)
29.6 (8.35)

Max perineum dose
(Gy)
PICS distance (cm)
CPR

Table 1
Image quality assessment criteria for transperineal ultrasound images of the
male pelvic region. The table was adapted from Camps et al (2020) [15].
Ultrasound
Rating

Specification

US Image Rating Score

IMRT
VMAT
3DCRT

1
2
3
NR

5.87 (3.17)
1.67 (0.63)
0.51 (Range
1.29–0.88)

Number (% of total
population)

57 (49.6%)
50 (43.5%)
8 (7%)

28 (24.3%)
12 (10.4%)
62 (53.9%)
13 (11.3%)

IQR = Interquartile range, BMI = Body Mass Index, PICS = Probe to inferior
corpus spongiosum distance, CPR = Corpus to prostate ratio, US = Ultrasound;
NR = Not recorded.
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Fig. 4. Graphical comparison of standardised regression coefficients of model predictors, Corpus to Prostate Ratio (CPR) and Probe to Inferior Corpus Spongiosum
distance (PICS).

Other techniques such as the application of more gel, repositioning the
probe to a more suitable window or changing the probe angle or height
may all be alternative ways to improve quality in an individual.
The prostate apex is challenging to locate on US and CT and prone to
inter-user variability [19,20]. Consequently, the CPR ratio, which re
quires visualisation of the prostate apex, may also be deemed clinically
impractical. The PICS distance was much easier to identify on US and
CT, and from our observations, appeared less reliant on experience
levels. In fact, from the modelling in this study, the PICS distance had a
more significant influence on the perineal dose, making it a more useful
indicator of excessive compression for radiation therapists to utilise
clinically. Furthermore, our current department guidelines require the
distance from the probe to the prostate apex to be 2 cm or greater. The
findings from this investigation into perineal dose and tissue compres
sion support this protocol, with a suggested update of incorporation of
PICS of 1.2 cm or greater.
Skin toxicities such as moist desquamation are likely to be prominent
at a skin dose greater than 40 Gy [13]. Therefore, tissue compression
should be considered to minimise perineal dose. The majority of patients
in this cohort (82.6%) recorded a maximum dose <10 Gy, with 12%
recording a maximum dose of 10–20 Gy. However, two patients (1.7%)
recorded greater than 40 Gy with the maximum dose at 45.56 Gy. No
additional clinical indications (such as prostate volume) were found to
explain these higher doses, except for the compression. Clinical notes for
these patients were reviewed; fortunately, no skin toxicities during or
post treatment were reported.
Furthermore, there was no statistically significant association be
tween maximum perineum dose and BMI. BMI has poor specificity, and
sensitivity and can be clinically misleading [21]. The measure does not
consider tissue composition, and a high BMI does not necessarily indi
cate high adipose tissue deposition at the perineum.
The study was limited in assessing the statistical significance be
tween the 3DCRT treatment technique and perineum doses. While there
were 57 and 50 patients who had undergone IMRT and VMAT, respec
tively, only eight patients underwent 3DCRT. However, this has minimal
clinical implications as 3DCRT is becoming increasingly obsolete, and
most prostate patients today would undergo treatment with VMAT.
While the inherent challenges with reproducibility of US is recognised,
this is minimised with the daily positioning guide as part of the TPUS
system. Nevertheless, differences in probe set-up including compression
may have slightly varied the actual delivered dose, a limitation of this
retrospective dosimetric assessment.
A potential consideration for future development of Elekta’s Clarity
Autoscan system would be the addition of a probe pressure indicator

PICS and CPR, these differences were not significant (p < 0.05 – see
Supplementary Fig. 2a–d).
Discussion
Multiple linear regression analysis demonstrated a statistically sig
nificant association between the effects of increased anatomical
compression (reduced PICS and increased CPR) and maximum perineal
skin dose. To the authors’ knowledge, this was the first study to inves
tigate and quantify the impact of the Clarity TPUS anatomical
compression on perineum skin dose.
In a similar study, Mantel et al. (2016) investigated the dosimetric
impact of the Clarity TPUS probe on penile bulb dose [12]. When the
probe was placed on the perineum, the study reported median penile
bulb shifts of 1 mm posterior, 6 mm superior, with no relevant change to
the prostate. The investigation concluded that the penile bulb was
shifted into a higher dose region due to increased tissue compression
from the ultrasound probe and received a greater dose [12]. The dose
was more significant than the recommended penile bulb dose tolerance
[18]. Consequently, a dose objective was implemented into the clinical
protocol. Our study has focused specifically on the perineum skin and in
keeping with the results of Mantel et al. (2016), [12] we also found that
the compression from the TPUS probe increased dose to the perineum
skin.
To attain good image quality and prostate localisation, a degree of
tissue compression is required. However, increased anatomical
compression was also associated with increased maximum perineal
dose. Therefore, to achieve the optimal balance between adequate
image quality and minimising excess perineal dose, current depart
mental guidelines recommend force is backed off at simulation as much
as possible without compromising US quality. In this study, ultrasound
image quality did vary between the three ratings, with approximately
25% of cases categorised into an image rating of 1, the poorest quality
score. Image quality however, was not found to have an association with
perineal dose, indicating that acceptable image quality can be achieved
without increasing perineal dose.
There were no significant differences between image quality rating
and measures of compression in our sample. Ultrasound imaging quality
therefore is not solely dependent on probe pressure, as illustrated in
Fig. 3 where different compressions both produced a good quality
image. This provides some confidence that a reduction in probe pressure
would not significantly adversely impact image quality. Image quality
was judged on the ability to image the prostate and surrounding
important landmarks, and is likely determined by a range of factors.
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that would alert the RT if tissue compression exceeded a pre-defined
threshold. Though clinical staff can assess anatomical compression
with measures such as the PICS distance or CPR, Pang et al (2017)
concluded inter-observer variation with the Clarity system whilst min
imal, appeared to be influenced by training and/or level of experience
[22]. It is also expected that the avoidance of excessive compression will
aide in continued patient comfort and tolerability [7,8].
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Future directions
A potential prospective study could be conducted where the probe
pressure is set to a feasible maximum (from both an individual
anatomical and tolerability view) and then decreased in increments to
assess the point at which image quality is sacrificed. This type of study
would also be able to report visual indications that could be used clin
ically to identify excessive probe pressure. Ultrasound technology is also
advancing rapidly and future improvements in image quality may allow
radiation therapists to achieve better prostate visualisation in larger
patients without applying significant probe pressure [23]. Furthermore,
additional robotic and artificial intelligence may provide further bene
fits [24]. More broadly, this study highlights the need for such in
vestigations when setups in radiation therapy are altered through
technology or other means.
Conclusion
The main advantage of using real-time transperineal non-ionising
ultrasound systems to monitor intrafraction prostate motion is
improved treatment accuracy; however, radiation therapists utilising
this technology should also consider the impact of tissue compression
caused by probe positioning on perineum dose. Increasing compression
has the potential to increase radiation-induced effects on non-target
tissue. This study demonstrated that anatomical compression using
PICS and CPR reference values is a statistically significant predictor of
maximum perineal dose. Departments that utilise Clarity are encour
aged to incorporate probe pressure considerations into clinical guide
lines and protocols, with a recommended PICS of 1.2 cm or greater, with
CPR reduced as much as possible without losing anatomical US defini
tion. Additionally, departments utilising Clarity should consider con
touring the perineum as standard practice and include the perineum
within the radiation prescription as a standard dose reporting structure
for prostate cancer patients.
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